VACUUM CONNECTION

As you read the instructions below, please refer to schematic as it clearly identifies each
component discussed. Components might be located differently.
1. To begin, adjust air regulator to 60 PSI to jump start vacuum by allowing “Venturi” to
suck a greater volume of air out of the vacuum tank. Make sure all other openings such
as the drain valve and the air intake are firmly closed.
2. Check vacuum gage increase. When you reach the desired vacuum on vacuum gage
(usually between 15 – 25 inches mercury), drop air pressure on air regulator to maintain
the vacuum constant.
Trouble shooting
If no vacuum is created inside the tank, check the following:
1)make sure the air line is properly connected to the air regulator

2) make sure the air regulator is turned on by turning clockwise
3) make sure all tank openings such as the air intake, the drain valve etc are indeed closed
4) make sure the recycler lid is properly in place and free from any dirt that would keep the
lid gasket from adhering to the rim of the recycler tank.
5) Make sure the polypropylene tubing linking the recycler and recovery tank (labelled clean
solvent) is hermetically attached. Also verify that all polypropylene tubing is intact and is
not cut or cracked.
6) Make sure the “Venturi” is functioning properly by making sure it is blowing air. Simply
feel by placing a hand in front of it.
7) Before starting a new distillation batch, be sure there is enough room in the receiving
tank to catch all new liquid.
MAINTENANCE
ABCD-

Periodically check all connections to make sure they are properly tight.
Check vacuum gage and vacuum generator regularly to be sure it function properly.
Keep air line clean, free of liquid “ water condensation”. Flush regularly if needed.
Keep “ Vacuum Generator ” and exhaust line clean and properly functioning at all
time.
E- Refer to manufacturer manual for proper maintenance of the vacuum generator.

• MAKE SURE OPERATORS ARE PROPERLAY TRAINED TO OPERATE THE
RECYCLING AND VACUUM ATTACHMENT.

